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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

The Republic of Equatorial Guinea is located in the Gulf of Guinea 
and is organized into two regional divisions: the Insular Region and the 
Continental Region. 
 

The Insular Region includes the island of Bioko, where the capital 
Malabo is located, and the island of Annobón. 
 

The Continental Region is bordered to the north by Cameroon, to the 
east and south by Gabon and to the west by the Gulf of Guinea.  The island 
of Corisco also belongs to this area.  The mainland capital is the city of Bata. 
 
SURFACE AND DISTRIBUTION 
 

The total land area of Equatorial Guinea is 28,052.46 km², which 
are distributed as follows: 
 
- Bioko Island 2,017 km² 
- Annobón Island 17 km² 
- Continental Region 26,000 km² 
- Corisco Island 15 km² 
 

The country is administratively divided into eight provinces: Annobón 
(San Antonio de Palea), Bioko Norte (Malabo), Bioko Sur (Luba), Centro Sur 
(Evinayong), Kie-Ntem (Ebebiyin), Litoral (Bata), Djibloho (Oyala ) and Wele-
Nzas (Mongomo). 
 
AIRLINES COMPANIES THAT FLIGHT TO EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
 

Equatorial Guinea has five main airports, one on the island of Bioko 
(Malabo), two on the mainland (Bata and Mongomeyen) and two on the 
islands (Corisco and Annobon). 
 

The first has a direct connection with different international airports: 
Madrid (Spain)  

Punta Europa, Ceiba  
Paris (France)  

Air France 
Frankfurt (Germany) 

Lufthansa 
Casablanca (Morocco) 

Royal Air Maroc  
Cotonou (Benin) 

Cronos Airlines 
Abidjan (Côte d'Ivoire) 

Ceiba Intercontinental (three weekly flights) 
Accra (Ghana)  

 
Ceiba Intercontinental 

Sao Tome (Sao Tome and Principe)  
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Ceiba Intercontinental 
Douala (Cameroon) 

Camair, Ethiopian Airlines, Cronos Airlines  
Libreville (Gabon) 

Douniah Airlines, Royal Air Marocc 
Port Harcourt (Nigeria) 

Cronos Airlines 
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) 

Ethiopian Airlines 
 Lome (Togo) 
Asky 
 
 
National Airlines 
Airlines companies that carry out national flights between Malabo, Bata, 
Corisco, Mongomeyen and Annobón. 
 
Ceiba Intercontinental and Cronos Airlines and 
 
  PREFIXES 

- Country Prefix: +240  
Malabo: 333 09 

     Bata: 333 08 
 
  - TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF INTEREST 

-Local Police Malabo Police Station: 333 092779 and 113  
-Local Police Bata Police Station: 666 22 33 72 
-Medical Emergency 222 246383/ 222246269 
-Fire Brigade: 115 
-Rapid intervention: 666-303-030//666-404-040 

 
CURRENCY AND CREDIT CARDS 

Current currency.  The current currency in Equatorial Guinea is the 
CFA franc.  CFA franc (CFA fr) = 100 Cents.   
Banknotes are in denominations of CFA fr 10,000, 5,000, 1,000 and 500. 
Coins are in denominations of CFA fr 500, 100, 50, 25, 10 and 5. The 
country is part of the Central African States French Monetary Zone. 
 
  Change Table 
- 1 euro = 655,957 CFA F 
- 1 dollar USD= 447,599 F CFA 
- 1 pound GBP= 713,692 F CFA 
- 1 CNY yuan = 65,524 F CFA  
- 1 yen JPY 5,001 F CFA 
 
 Credit cards:  Banks accept checks and credit cards. 
 
  
 
OTHER DATA OF INTEREST 

Weights and Measures.  Metric system.   
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Official holidays:  1 of January New Year;  March 8 International Day of the 
woman;  May 1, Labour Day;  May 25, African Unity Day;  June 5, Birthday 
of the President;  August 3, Freedom Day;  August 15, Constitution Day;  
October 12, Independence Day;  December 1 World Day to Fight AIDS;  
December 8, the Immaculate Conception;  December 10, Human Rights Day 
and December 25, Christmas. 
 

THE WEATHER 
 

Equatorial Guinea is characterized by enjoying a clearly equatorial 
climate, characteristic of areas near the equator.  This climate is very similar 
to the tropical: both share low thermal amplitudes and high temperatures.  
The biggest difference is that the rainy season in the tropical climate is more 
irregular and less intense, while in the equatorial climate the rains are very 
abundant and regular, and usually exceed 1,500 or 2,000 mm per year. 
 

From there, each of the regions of Equatorial Guinea has its own 
characteristics. 
 

ISLAND REGION: BIOKO AND ANNOBÓN 
 

In the Insular Region we find an equatorial-type climate in Bioko, with a dry 
season from November to March and a rainy season from April to October.  
The climate is temperate, influenced by warm marine currents and by the 
relief of the island, with a monsoon component in its southern part and an 
average annual temperature of 25°C, which can fluctuate around 2°C. 
 
Annobón's climate is similar, with a dry season from June to October and a 
wet season from November to May.  The average annual temperature is 
usually 26° C. 
 

MAINLAND REGION 
 

The climate of the continental region presents two dry seasons: the 
first of them occurs between December and mid-February and the second 
and more important, from July to September.  We can also find two rainy 
seasons: one from March to June and another from September to November. 
 

In the continental region, the average annual temperature is around 
25° C, with an oscillation that does not exceed 5° C. The main rainfall 
occurs between the months of September and December, from 1,800 to 
3,800 mm, and the humidity relative is around 90%, falling to 85% in the 
dry season. 
 

The wettest areas are found in the mountainous area of Mount Mitra 
and on the border with Gabon, in the Mitemele basin. 
 
 

THE RELIEF 
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As the country is divided into two zones, the Insular and the 
Continental, the geographic and relief variety of Guinea is as wide as it is 
rich. 
 
Mainland zone 
 
It is formed by a part of the coast that becomes more mountainous as we go 
inland, where we find a series of chains called "of the Seven Mountains".  
One of the greatest wealth of Equatorial Guinea is, precisely, the exuberant 
and leafy jungles that we find in these lands of soft undulations. 
 
The relief of the Continental Region can be grouped into three types of 
formations: 
 

• The coastal area, sandstone and marl. 

• The interior zone, mainly gneiss. 

• The eastern zone, granitic. 
 

Orography of the Continental Region: 
 
 1.- Kie-Ntem Plateau: descends to the west and continues to the coast 
through the Ntem peneplain. 
 

 2.- Central peneplain: it descends towards the Muni and Mitemele basins 
and is crossed by rocky outcrops. 
 

 3.- Mongouba Platform: we find it in the eastern part of the Niefang Chain, 
with peaks that reach 1,200 m in altitude. 
 

 4.- Massif of Mitra: we find the highest areas of the Continental Region: 
those of Mount Mitra or Mount Alen, in the south of the Niefang Chain. 
 

 5.- The Muni and Mitemele basin: this is a trench between the Niefang 
chain, on one side, and the Crystal Mountains, on the other. 
 
 6.- Peneplain west of the Niefang Chain. 
 

 The Island Area 
 

The island of Bioko is of volcanic origin and, therefore, mountainous and 
also very wild.  From any part of its surface we can be amazed to see the 
silhouette of the Basile peak, formerly known as the Santa Isabel peak.  As 
for Annobón, its physiognomy is also of volcanic origin, composed mainly of 
basaltic rocks. 
 

Orography of the Insular Region: 
 
  1.- Bioko.  The island is divided into a northern and a southern block, 
separated by a central depression near Musola, and is part of the volcanic 
chain that crosses diagonally from Lake Chad to Ascension Island. 

It is of volcanic origin, with a landscape of deep valleys and steep 
reliefs.  The island is made entirely of volcanic rocks.  We found three 
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calderas: Pico Basile (3,011 m) in the north and Pico Biao (2,009 m) and the 
Gran Caldera de Luba (2,261 m) in the south. 
 

2.- Annobón: It is located in the volcanic mountain range, mentioned 
above, together with Bioko, São Tomé and Príncipe. 
 
  Featured Items: 
 
1.- Lake A Pot boiler. 
2.- Crater of the southern area in the east of Punta Manjob.   
3.- Corridor that joins the Bays of San Pedro and Santa Cruz, routed by the 
Anganchi river. 
 

The vegetation. 
 

Despite the small size of the country and due to its landscape 
diversity, Equatorial Guinea is one of the areas with the greatest biodiversity 
in Africa, since we can find from the classic beaches with black volcanic 
sand to incredibly lush forests or alpine lands at 3,000 meters high. Aware 
of this wealth, the Government has reserved almost 20% of the country's 
land for the conservation of natural life. 
 

The flora of the Continental Region 
 
At least three quarters of the Continental Region is covered by huge forest 
formations.  Within them, the predominant one is the perennial shady 
forest, also called humid forest. This type of forest is typical of the tropical or 
equatorial climate and is characterized precisely by the density and height of 
the plant formations that occupy it. 
 
In addition, a good part of this area is occupied by crops and fallow land, 
which give rise to enormous thicknesses of bushes and lianas through 
which it is almost impossible to enter and which serve as a refuge for an 
enormous and very rich wild fauna. 
 
  The flora of the Insular Region 
 
In Bioko, below 700 m -maximum altitude for cocoa cultivation-, cocoa, 
coffee and banana plantations occupy most of the forest area, although 
much of it remains unexploited today. The vegetation, similar to that of the 
continent, has only been maintained in some areas. 
 

In the southern part of the island, we find a type of rain forest, rich in 
orchids, thanks to the 10,000 mm of water it receives each year. 
 

The perennial shady forest develops from 700 m to 1,800 m, with a 
large number of tree ferns.  From that altitude, meadows appear along with 
low plant formations.  On the Basile peak we find formations of ericaceous 
plants. 
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In the northern area of Annobón, savannah and deciduous tree 
formations grow, since the island's climate is less rainy.  In the south, the 
tree zone is much denser due to the influence of the monsoon. 
 
  The wildlife. 
 

The animal population of Guinea is in luck, since they live in a 
country where nature continues to be as great as it is virgin, but where 
development also allows adequate measures to be taken for its conservation 
in the future. 
 

More than a hundred diverse mammals are part of this fauna: small 
antelopes, pangolins, felines.  The country is especially rich in diversity of 
primates: gorillas, chimpanzees, mandrills, colobus. But in Equatorial 
Guinea you can also find some large mammals such as the jungle elephant, 
the hippopotamus, the wild pig or the manatee. 
 

Equally numerous are the species of reptiles and amphibians, and 
four species stand out, the sea turtles that frequent the coast of the Litoral 
Region. 
 

In the coral reefs of Corisco we find a marine fauna that swims 
common in Central Africa.  It is also important to mention the coast of 
Moraka, near Ureca, in Bioko, as one of the most privileged places in the 
area to observe the sea turtles laying eggs. 
 

Also noteworthy is the rich inventory of Equatorial Guinean birds, 
with more than three hundred known species: as well as that of aquatic 
fauna, with more than 167 species of fish registered.  Both inventories have 
started, but are still incomplete. 
 

Likewise, the world of insects, of extraordinary diversity is still 
pending to be inventoried. 
 

Equatorial Guinean cuisine offers a wide variety of dishes and is 
influenced by both African and European cuisine.  In rural areas, the basis 
of food is meat and fish, and in the big cities we can find restaurants where 
we can taste both traditional African food, Western and, especially Spanish 
dishes, such as potato omelette or Paella. 
 

Currently, in the two big cities, Malabo and Bata, you can already find 
hotels with a wide range of menu options, as well as pizzerias or small 
restaurants where the gastronomy of the area is combined with more 
western food.  There are no very strict rules regarding hours, so it is easy to 
eat anything at any time of the day, until closing time. 
 

The main difference between African and European cuisine lies in the 
use of sauces made from typical products of the country such as peanuts, 
pumpkin, modica, yams or ocro.  Another clearly differentiating element is 
the inclusion of wild animals in the preparation of some dishes. 
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Fish is also an important part of the national cuisine.  When trying it, 
it is worth looking for those places where they will serve us an exquisite 
freshly caught piece, and simply ask for it grilled.  In some towns they can 
even serve us an amazing freshly caught lobster.  Nor should you miss, if 
possible, a delicious dish of typical snails or sea snails. 
 

Pepesup (spicy fish soup) is one of the basic dishes of Equatorial 
Guinean cuisine, like pangolin with chocolate, bambucha or peanut soup.  
And almost all of them are usually accompanied with rice or plantain. 
 

One of the main secrets of Guinean cuisine is the use of the seasoning 
called andok, which is collected for local consumption, but which, during 
good harvests, is also exported to other countries. 
 

The typical drinks are palm wine or topé (it comes from the palm tree) 
and malamba (sugar cane), although today the most popular drink is beer 
and wine, most appreciated by tourists, since you can find your favorite 
brands almost anywhere, and it's especially nice for braving the hot, humid 
tropical environment. 
 

In the typical markets of Guinea we can also find a huge variety of 
fruits and vegetables, such as papaya, pineapple, banana, plantain, 
avocado, mango, coconut, bisong, guayave, engong... and a long etcetera 
that are truly exceptional, both for its size as for its quality and flavor. 
 
ETHNIC GROUPS, CULTURES AND LANGUAGES 
 

Almost the entire population, with the exception of the Pygmies, 
belongs to the Bantu people.  More than seventy million individuals that 
extend throughout Central, Eastern and Southern Africa belong to this 
denomination. 
 

Despite the great ethnic and cultural variety that shares territory, and 
unlike what unfortunately happens in other African countries, in Equatorial 
Guinea today, the different cultures coexist with each other in full peace, 
without ethnic problems or confrontations. 
 
 
 

Ethnic groups and cultures 
 
 

Fangs:  They form the largest ethnic group, traditionally their 
coexistence is structured in relatively autonomous families, clans and tribes.  
Offspring is transmitted through males, hence the importance of the father, 
the uncle and the firstborn.  Their wooden sculptures, masks and ritual 
fang statues are appreciated throughout the world. 
 
 

Bubies:  They are on the island of Bioko and they are Bantus 
belonging to the so-called "yam civilization", their society was structured in 
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the form of a kingdom that remained until the end of the colonial period.  
Their original religion was monotheistic and their traditional music, dance 
and song were inspired by religious ceremonies that are still deeply rooted. 
 

Pigmeos: In Equatorial Guinea they are called Beyeles and Bokuigns, 
they live in small groups and are dedicated to hunting and gathering roots 
and wild berries. 
 
  Ndowes:  It is a minority people, made up of numerous ethnic groups: 
the Kombe, the Bujeba, the Bapuku, the Balenke, the Enviko and the 
Benga.  Their social organization is hierarchical in families, towns, lineages 
and clans. 
 

Bysios: Originally from Cameroon, they are few in number and 
emigrated in the XIX century towards the nearby coastal regions of the 
continental region, via the Ntem River. 
 

Fernandinos and Criollos:  Bourgeoisie of landowners and 
merchants, who lived for a long time in the capital and were mestizo 
descendants of workers who settled for centuries on the plantations of the 
island of Bioko. 
 
  Annoboneses:  They are located on the island of Annobón and are a 
mixture of Portuguese, Spanish and slaves of African descent, they have 
traditionally been fishermen, since agriculture is scarce on the island as it is 
a volcanic land, they use canoes known as cayucos, made ceiba wood.  Most 
dominate the Fá d'Ambô dialect which is a Portuguese creole mixed with 
Spanish. 
 
 

LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS 
 

Spanish is the official administrative and teaching language.  French 
is the second official language, Portuguese the third official language, and 
almost all ethnic groups speak the so-called Bantu languages. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
 

The Government of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea takes advantage 
of this opportunity to greet and welcome all the Official Delegations that 
have been invited to the Extraordinary Summit on Humanitarian Matters 
and African Union Donors Conference, and the Extraordinary Summit on 
Terrorism and Unconstitutional Regime Change in Africa. 
 

Therefore, we are honoured and pleased to convey to you the following 
protocol guidelines. 
 

To this sense, it is recommended that all participating States, Special 
Guests, Diplomatic Missions, Consular Missions and International 
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Organizations cooperate closely with the Departments indicated below 
through the following telephone numbers and email addresses: 
 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND COOPERATION 
+240 222-277132 
+240 222-104797 
+240 222-531212 
Email: protocolos@gmail.com 
maec.secgral2017@gmail.com 
 
DEPARTMENT OF PROTOCOL AND STATE CEREMONIES 
+240 222 116089 
+240 222259889 
Email: departmentdeprotocol@yahoo.es 
 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
OF EVENTS 
COMITÉ NACIONAL DE ORGANIZACIÓN Y DIRECCIÓN DE EVENTOS 
Tel. Fijo: +240-333-09-87-47 
+240 222 272363 
+240 222274240 
+240 222 598877 
e-mail: comitenacional.evento@gmail.com 
www.hotelypunto.com 
 

• COMPOSITION OF DELEGATIONS 
 

In order to allow the Equatorial Guinean authorities to take the 
necessary steps to receive the Delegations in the best possible conditions, all 
participating States, Special Guests, Diplomatic, Consular and International 
Organization Missions are requested to notify, no later than the 10th of may 
of 2022, the composition of their respective Delegations to the following 
addresses: 
 

Email: comitenacional.evento@gmail.com  
Email: departmentdeprotocolo@ yahoo.es 
 

• ARRIVALS 
 
A team of Protocol Officers will be stationed at the Malabo International 
Airport to ensure the reception and transfer of the Delegations to their 
respective places of residence. 
 
A Special Commission made up of Senior Government Officials will attend 
the ceremony of reception and welcome of the Official Delegations. 
 
 A Protocol Officer will be appointed for each Delegation 
 

• RECEPTION: 
 

mailto:protocolos@gmail.com
mailto:comitenacional.evento@gmail.com
mailto:comitenacional.evento@gmail.com
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 The Heads of State and Government will be received upon arrival by a Court 
of Honour. 
 

The Special Guests will be received according to the courtesy and 
prerogatives that correspond to their respective personalities. 
 

The Ministers, the  Head of the Official Delegations will be received 
upon arrival by a High Personality. 
 

The Special Guests will be received according to the courtesy and 
prerogatives that correspond to their respective personalities. 
 
  The Participants and Delegates will be received by the Protocol 
Services. 
 

The Delegations of countries and guests traveling to Equatorial 
Guinea with special planes are requested to inform the National Committee 
in advance, providing the following information, in order to grant them the 
corresponding overflight and landing authorizations (form is attached): 
 

• Aircraft characteristics 

• Registration Number 

• Call sign 

• Commander's name 

• Crew 

• Arrival date and time 
 
Email:comitenacional.evento@gmail.com 
Email:departamentodeprotocolo@yahoo.es  
Email: protocols@gmail.com 
Contacts: 00240-222-277132  
00240-666-500-650 
00240-222-116-089 
 
 
 
 

• ACCOMMODATION 
 
 The Capital of Malabo has hotel availability, that the Delegates will be able 
to obtain their room reservations through the National Committee of Events 
or contact directly with the same hotels and tourist places. 
 

N° NAME 

OF THE 
HOTEL 

 

TYPE OF ROOM PRICE N° OF 

ROOMS 
AVAILABLE 

FACILITIES CONTACTS 
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1 Hilton  • Presidential 
suite 

• Executive suite 

• Luxury suite 

• Objective room 

• Single room 

• 597,000fcafs 

• 380,000fcafs 

• 315,000fcfas 

• 259,000fcafs 

• 233,000f.cafs 

187 rooms 
available 

Two rooms for 
the disabled, 
Wi-Fi, 
hairdresser, 
function room 

bee@hilton.com 
justo.bee@hilton.com 
tel. +240 555036645 
+240 555109190 
+240 555001030 
+240 333906811 

2 Hotel 

Flares 
 

• Junior suit 

• Residential 
suite 

• Suite flares 

• 70,000fcfas 

• 85,000fcfas 

• 95,000fcfas 

30 rooms 
available 

Wifi, no 
breakfast, 
restaurant 

flarexhotel@yahoo.es 
tel.+240 333 090313 
+240 666 222 782 

3 Hotel 
Mbatur 

• Normal Rooms • 80,000fcfas 8 rooms 
available 
 

Coffe, 
breakfast, 
hairdresser, 
dry cleaning 
wifi, tv. 
 

ing.eduaboho2020 
@gmail.com 
Mbaturmalabo 
@gmail.com 
Tel.+240 222 244807 
  +240 222271692 
 

4 Hotel 
Bamy 
 

• Normal room 

• Two bed dorms 

• Suite 
 

• 40,000fcfas 

• 70,000fcfas 

• 120,000fcfas 

50 rooms 
available 

Wifi, 
swimming 
pool, the 
breakfast is 
paid separate 
7000 or 
8000fcfas 

hotelbamymalabo 
@toucbook.es 
Tel.+240 666500122 
 

5 Carmen 
Galaxy 
Complex 

• Standard room 

• Suite Room 

• Simple Room 
 

• 75,000fcfas 

• 120,000fcfas 

• 35,000fcfas 

48 rooms 
 

Wifi, 
swimming 
pool 

hotelcarmengalaxi 
@gmail.com 
Tel:+240 222468127 
+240 222275 685 
+240 222292891 
+240333093020 
+240 555127347 
 

6 Candy 
Vista 
Puerto 
 

• Standard room 

• Double room 

• Junior Suite 

• Special Suite 

• Big Suite 

• 100,000fcfas 

• 130,000fcfas 

• 200,000fcfas 

• 250,000fcfas 

• 450,000fcfas 
 

30 rooms 
available 
 

Wi-Fi, 
restaurant 

Candyvistapuerto 
@gmail.com 
tel:+240 333 090565 
+240 222 221333 
 

7 Hotel 

Bahia 2 
• Standard Room 

• Junior Suite 

• Suite 

• 60,000fcfas 

• 80,000fcfas 

• 100,000fcfas 

45 rooms 
available 

wifi bahia2caracolas 
@yahoo.es 
 tel.+240 333096609 
 +240 222 758883 
 

mailto:bee@hilton.com
mailto:justo.bee@hilton.com
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8 Ibis 
Hotel 
 

• Standard room 

• PMR room 

• 80,000fcfas 

•  69,000fcfas 

70 rooms 
available 

Breakfast H7131mediocu 
@acoco 
H7121 
@ACCOR.COM 
H7121FO 
@ACCOR.COM 
tel:+240551 662590 
+240 333098965 
+240 222 543338 
+240 555043523 
 

9 Hotel 
Nacional 
ANGUE 
ONDO 
   

• Standard room 

• Suite 

• Business suite 

• Luxury Suite 

• 86,000fcfas 

• 186,000fcfas 

• 228,000fcfas 

• 258,000fcfas 

45 rooms 
available 

Breakfast, wifi Hotel@ 
hotelangucondo.com 
nationaangucondo 
@gmail.com 
tel+240 222250768 
+240 555 584 618 
+240 333 099442 
 

10 Hotel 3 
de 
Agosto 

• Simple room 

• Double room 

• Suite 

• Luxury 
Apartment 

• Standard 
apartment 

• 130,000fcfas 

• 150,000fcfas 

• 180.000fcfas 

• 250.000fcfas 

• 90.000fcfas 

50 rooms 
available 

Wifi, 
restaurant, 
swimming 
pool 

Info 
@hotel3deagosto.com 
reservas@hotel3 
deagosto.com 
www.hotel-
3deagosto.com 
tel:+240 222713249 
+240 222 713 063 
 
 

11 Hotel 
Federa- 
ciones 

• Standard room 

• Luxury room 
double bed 

• 35.000fcfas 

• 55.000fcfas 

40 rooms 
available 

wifi, 
restaurant 
breakfast 

Clotildeabeso 
@gmail.com 
jesusengono 
@gmail.com 
tel.+240 555943982 
+240 222 706968 
 222 235183 
 222 270903 
 
 

12 Impala 
Hotel 

• Standard room 

• Luxury room 

• Second Luxury 
room 

• 30.000fcfas 

• 45.000fcfas 

• 55.000fcas 

40 rooms 
available 

Wi-Fi, 
restaurant 

info@hotelimpala 
malabo.com 
tel:+240 222287122 
+240 333092492 
 

13 Hotel 
Yoli y 
Hnos 

• Individual room 

• Double room 

• Suite 

• 46,000fcfas 

• 50,000fcfas 

• 80,000fcfas 

45 rooms 
available 
 

wifi, tv 
 

www.hotelyoly 
heremanos.com 
Tel+240333091895 
+240 222 276186 
 

14 Complejo 
CNH 

• Standard room 

• Normal room 

• Delux bedroom 

• Duplex 

• 70,000fcfas 

• 35,000fcfas 

• 55,000fcfas 

• 150,000fcfas 

25 rooms 
available 
 

Wi-Fi, 
restaurant 

+240 222 219010 
 
+240 555 219010 
+240 222 017465 
+240222121880 
+240 2227490867 
 

15 Hotel 
Anda 
China 

• Standard room 

• Classic room 

• Superior room 

• Junior suite 

• Suite  

• 98,000fcfas 

• 118,000fcfas 

• 138,000fcfas 

• 158,000fcfas 

• 180,000fcfas 

65 rooms 
available 
 

wifi, pool, 
gym, wifi, 
pool, 
breakfast, 
sauna, 
Turkish bath 

Info 
@hotelandamalabo.com 
http:www.hotelanda 
Malabo.com/1 
+240 666388888 
+240 666399999 

http://www.hotelyoly/
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• Executive suite 

• Real suite 

• Standard 

• 528,000fcfas 

• 1,680,000fcfas 

+240 222022525 

16 Hotel la 
Paz 

• Regular room 

• Mini suite 

• Suite  

• 60,000fcfas 

• 80,000fcfas 

• 100,000fcfas 

36 rooms 
available 

Breakfast, wifi Tel. +240 555374146 
+240 222374146 

17 Complejo 
el Caribe 

• Junior suite 

• Executive room 

• Simple room 

• Simple room 

• Junior suite 

• 120,000fcfas 

• 100,000fcfas 

• 80,000fcfas 

• 50,000fcfas 

• 120,000fcfas 

35 rooms 
available 

wifi, 
swimming 
pool, gym 

tel:+240 222274115 
+240 555565702 
www.complejoelcaribe.net 

18 Hotel 
Magno 
Suit 

• Standard room 

• Junior suite 

• Executive suite 

• 116,000fcfas 

• 138,000fcfas 

• 275,000fcfas 

30 rooms 
available 

Breakfast, 
restaurant, 
wifi, hotel 
transport 

Reservations 
@magnosuit.com 
www.magnosuites 
.com 
Tel.+240 222 565 788 
+240 333096333 
+240 222 032134 

 

19 Hotel 
Sofitel 
Malabo 

Sipopo 
Golf 

• Rooms with golf 
course view 

• Rooms with sea 
view 

• Suite 

• 387,000fcfas 

• 226,000fcfas 

• 210,000fcfas 
 

200 rooms 
available 

Breakfast, 
pool, wifi gym, 
golf course, 
spa 

www.sofitel.com 
H8212-FO 
@SOFITEL.COM 
+240 350 091 011 
+240 350 091 010 
 

20 Hotel 
Boutique 
Colinas 

• Presidential 
Suite 

• Ambassador 
Suite 

• Junior suite 

• Luxury room 

• Standard room 

• 1,000,000fcfas 

• 500,000fcfas 

• 150,000fcfas 

• 130,000fcfas 

• 110,000fcfas 

25 rooms 
available 

breakfast 
included wifi, 
restaurant 

Info 
@t.colinashotel.com 
Obama.abraham 
@colinashotel.com 
www.colinashotel.com 
tel. +240 555 457999 

21 Hotel 
Villa 
Brenda 

• Standard room 

• Double room 

• Suite  

• 70,000fcfas 

• 75,000fcfas 

• 85,000fcfas 

60 rooms 
available 

Breakfast, 
wifi, gym pool 

Hotelvillabrenda 
@gmail.com  
tel:+240 333 093901 

22 Hotel 
Bisila 

Place 

• Standard room 

• Junior suite 

• Executive suite 

• 95,000fcfas 

• 95,000fcfas 

• 150.000fcfas 
 

70 rooms 
available 

breakfast, 
wifi, 
swimming 
pool 

Bisila.res1602 
@gmail.com 

23 Hotel 
Leticia 

• Suite  

• Normal room 

• 70,000fcfas 

• 50,000fcfas 

16 rooms 
available  

Breakfast, 
pool, wifi, 
transportation 
for the client, 
equipped 
rooms, a 
meeting room 
with capacity 
for 13 people, 
security 
camera and 
restaurant 
with capacity 
of 24 clients. 
 

Leticiahotel 
@hotmail.com  
tel.+240 666666001 

24 Hotel 
Banapa 

• Normal room 

• Simple room 

• 35,000fcfas 

• 30,000fcfas 

  Banapahotel 
@ayaoo.com  
tel.+240 222575825 

25 Hotel 
Elik 
Melen 

• Simple room • 50,000fcfas 15 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv Yaisel85@gmail.com 
Tel.+240 222 744570  
222783380 
 

26 SNA • Simple room • 90,000fcfas 17 rooms 
available 

Wifi,tv Sergioliux 
@hotmail.com 
tel +240 222072962 
 

27 Hotel Mc 
rest 

• Suite  • 45,000fcfas 15 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv Famiciabajojey 
@yahoo.es 

http://www.complejoelcaribe/
http://www.magnosuites/
http://www.sofitel.com/
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• Normal room • 35,000fcfas Tel.+240 222030267 
555168982 
222513564 
 
 

28 El 
Castillo 

• Simple room • 30,000fcfas 7 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv Semilola65 
@gmail.com 
Tel. 
+240 222 636046 
222 578267 
 

29 Casa suit 
capir 

• Suite 

• Normal room 

• 60,000fcfas 

• 50,000fcfas 

10 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv www.casa.capit.com 
moiscsobama1986 
@gmail.com 
tel+240222293912 
555793772 
 
 

30 Hotel 
Cesar 

• Simple room • 50,000fcfas 27 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv, bar, 
restaurant 

besekuoscar 
@gmail.com 
tel+240 222270478 
222 257042 
 

31 Hotel las 
Gemelas 

• Mini suite 

• Simple room 

• 40,000fcfas 

• 30,000fcfas 

23 rooms 
available 

Wifi,tv, 
restaurant 

Tel +240 222257042 

32 Hotel 
Santa 
Rosa 

• Simple room • 35,000fcfas 13 rooms 
available 

Wifi,tv Tel. +240 555433920 
222257042 

33 Hotel 
Preguis 

• Suite 

• Apartment 

• Simple room 

• Double room 

• 80,000fcfas 

• 70,000fcfas 

• 46,000fcfas 

• 56,000fcfas 

27 rooms 
available 

Wifi, tv +240 2226781 

34 Hotel HC 
Cuadrad- 
illo 

• Normal rooms • 50,000fcfas 5 rooms 
available 

Breakfast  Gravemiltiservicios 
@gmail.com  
tel.+240 222582682 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As a special courtesy, the Government of Equatorial Guinea will bear 

the costs of accommodation of the following personalities: 

• Heads of State and Government or their duly accredited 
Representative 

• President of the AU Commission 

• Vice President of the AU Commission 

• AU Commissioners 

• (90) AU officials 
 
The other members of the delegations will cover their respective expenses. 
 
Tourist places 

• National Park. 

• Moka 

• Paseo Maritimo (Seafront walk) 

• Hacienda el Retiro Riaba 

• La Granja Tourist Complex 
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Restaurants: 
 

• Pizza places 

• La Luna 

• Delice de France 

• Aviator 

• L’oriental 

• Imagine 

• Kristania  

• Café Malabo. 
 
TRANSPORT 
 

By special courtesy, the Government of the Republic of Equatorial 
Guinea will offer means of transport for the following categories: 
 
HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT 
 
 • Special Convoy  
 
MINISTERS HEADS OF DELEGATIONS (51 Countries)  

• A vehicle for the head of the Delegation 
 
 AFRICAN UNION 

• President of the AU Commission  

• Vice President of the AU Commission 

• AU Commissioners 

• (90) Officials of the UA  
 
 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
A vehicle for each special guest 
 
TRANSPORTATION OF OTHER DELEGATES 
 

The Government of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea ensures 
transport of the Delegates from their arrival at the Malabo International 
Airport to the places of residence, the Conference Centre and other places 
established in the Official Program. 

However, the delegations that need to rent vehicles at their own 
expense, may request it at the following addresses: 
 
 • National Committee  
+240-222-266-788 
+240 222-272-363 
 
 Email: elsantoarte@gmail.com 
 Email: comitenacional.evento@gmail.com 
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 • African Business 
+240-555-26-76-41 whatsapp 
+240-222-26-76-41  
+240-222-48-48-48 
Email:africabusiness@gmail.com 
 
SECURITY. 
 
Special security measures will be taken at the Malabo International Airport, 
Sipopo City and at the different places of residence of all the Delegations. 
 
 a) Weapons: 
 

The security personnel of the Heads of State and Government may be 
authorized to enter Equatorial Guinea with a maximum of 6 handguns per 
delegation. In this regard, it will be necessary to notify the National 
Committee of the following information in advance: 
 

• Name and surname of the bearer 

• Position and function as well as the institution where it is affected 

• Passport number  

• Place and date of birth 

• Description of the weapon (type and model, make, serial number, 
calibre, quantity of ammunition, date of arrival and departure). 

 
Weapons introduced without prior authorization will be seized and 

deposited with the border police, and will be returned at the time their 
bearers leave the national territory. 
 
 
Email: nzombengono@gmail.com 
Contact: 666-500-677  
+240222-550-571 
 
 
ACCREDITATION: 
 

Special accreditation badges will be awarded to the participating 
delegations.  which must be worn permanently and visibly to allow access to 
restricted areas and places enabled for holding scheduled events. 
 

 
As of the 10th of May, the office set up in the National Events 

Committee for the accreditation of the Delegations participating in the 
Summit will remain open. 
 
Email:engonga35@gmail.com  
Contact:+240-222-000-003 
 
  
MEDIA: 
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Given the importance of the event, the participation of duly invited 

and accredited media is expected, and they must meet all the requirements 
of the form prepared for this purpose, through the following contacts: 
 
+240 222-636-023 
+240 222-353-509 
+240 222-297-963 
E-mail: elprodigo18@gmail.com 
 
 
 

HEALTH 
 
 

The Government of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea places at the 
disposal of all the Official Delegations, the Aid and Emergency Health 
Services. 
 

The Health Services request all members of the Official Delegations 
and Special Guests to have the updated international vaccination card, the 
Covid-19 vaccination card or the negative PCR certificate from 72 hours 
before, which will be required by the competent services of the Malabo 
International Airport. 
 

Upon the arrival of the Official Delegations at the Malabo International 
Airport, the health services will perform a new PCR test on all delegates from 
abroad, those who turn out to be positive will go on to comply with the 
protocol established by the Health Authorities regarding Covid 19. 
 
 
 
For possible emergencies and information, contact the following telephone 
numbers: 
+240-222-243-386 
+240-222-022-893 
+240-666-223-324 
E-mail: gesshov@yahoo.es 
 
 
13.- VISA FORMALITIES. 
 

All Members of the Official Delegations that attend or participate in 
the Event must obtain the corresponding entry visa from the Diplomatic and 
Consular Representations of Equatorial Guinea abroad. 
 

In the countries where Equatorial Guinea does not have embassies or 
consulates, the members of the Official Delegations holding diplomatic, 
official, service passports and the holders of United Nations and African 
Union passports will obtain free visas upon arrival at the Malabo 
International Airport, after sending the respective official lists of their 
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Delegations and their passport copies to the National Committee for the 
Organization and Direction of Events, and on the other hand, holders of 
ordinary passports will pay the amount established according to the State 
Tax Rates the amount corresponding to the issuance of their entry visas at 
the Malabo International Airport. (50,000fcfa per visa) 
 

Delegations leaving from countries where Equatorial Guinea has a 
Diplomatic or Consular Mission must obtain visas before traveling to 
Equatorial Guinea. 
 
Email:comitenacional.evento@gmail.com  
Email:departamentodeprotocolo@yahoo.es  
Email:protocolos@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13.- GENERAL PROGRAM OF THE EVENT 
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ANNEX I 
 
SECURITY BADGE APPLICATION 
 
 
 
 
NAME 

 
SURNAMES 

 

ID/PASSPORT NUMBER 

 
COUNTRY/ORGANISATION 
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SIGNATURE OF THE HOLDER 

 
 BADGES CATEGORY: 

 
  
Minister  
 
Delegate 
 
Unarmed security 
 
Protocol 
 
First lady 
 
Press 
 
Observer 
 
Armed Security 
 
Special guest  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Attach a Verbal Note - USE CAPITAL LETTERS. 
 
ANNEX II 

 
APPLICATION FOR SECURITY PASSES  
FOR VEHICLES 

 
 
 
COMPANY/PRIVATE NAME 

 
PHONE NUMBER 

 

MAKE AND MODEL OF THE CAR 
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CAR REGISTRATION NUMBER 

 

NAME OF THE DRIVER 

 
LAST NAME OF THE DRIVER 

 

DRIVER'S TELEPHONE NUMBER 

 
DRIVING LICENSE/DATE OF ISSUE 

 
DRIVING LICENSE/EXPIRATION DATE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Attach a Verbal Note - USE CAPITAL LETTERS. 
 
ANNEX III 
FORM FOR FIREARMS 
 
  

 
 
NAME 

 
SURNAMES 

 

NATIONALITY 

 
SEX 
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PROFESSION 

 

PASSPORT NUMBER 

 
WEAPON TYPE 

 

MANUFACTURE 

 
MODEL AND CALIBER 

 
SERIAL NUMBER 

 

NUMBER OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION 

 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 

 

SIGNATURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Attach a Verbal Note - USE CAPITAL LETTERS. 
 

 ANNEX IV 
PRESS ACCREDITATION FORM 
 

 
SURNAMES 
(Mr/Mrs/Miss) 

 

NAME 

 
NATIONALITY 

 
SEX 

 

PRESS AGENCY 

 
PASSPORT NUMBER 
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PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY NUMBER 

 
MATERIAL REGISTRATION NUMBER 

Work to be done in Malabo. 
JOURNALIST 

 
CAMERAMAN PHOTOGRAPHER TECHNICIAN 

 
OTHER 

SPECIFICATION 

     

     

     

     

     

     
 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

TELEPHONE 

 
FAX 

 

E-MAIL 

 
DATE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL 

 
FLIGHT NUMBER 

 

SIGNATURE 

 
DATE 

 


